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The Live Sound Evolution…

Cadac’s S-Digital console has been designed from the ground up to address theatre and

live sound applications. It combines the traditional audio character, tools and features of

theatre’s industry-standard analogue console, the J-Type, with the operational and creative

benefits of digital audio manipulation and control. The concept behind the S-Digital

specifically reflects the surface architecture of the J-Type, based on meeting the demand

of theatre sound designers and operators, while still sounding, looking and behaving like a

familiar analogue desk.

The S-Digital drives the evolution in digital console design forward. The bussing system is

designed using the latest FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays), enabling large-scale

and complex mixing configurations. It anticipates the most extensive processing

requirements, with dedicated SHARC™ DSP devices within the DSP rack assigned for all

input and output channels to ensure that the system capabilities cannot be defeated.

The core infrastructure (hardware, software and firmware) is inherently designed to

accommodate a clear and logical future upgrade path.

Cadac has developed its proprietary High Speed Digital (HSD™) communications system

to overcome the short-falls experienced with traditional digital audio and control-based

protocols, such as system control latency and audio delays.

The system architecture enables designers and engineers to configure a show, or event,

quickly and efficiently. The S-Digital uses remotely located input and output racks (with a

choice of analogue or digital audio, MIDI and Event, and control interfaces), connected by

the Cadac proprietary HSD comms system on either coax or fibre optic links.

Designers and operators can choose the amount of control surface they need, differentiating

between rehearsals and performances, in order to achieve a comfortable operating zone.

Single or multi-operator control is catered for, with multiple listen systems provided as

standard. Additional control surface frames used for rehearsal or tech can be relocated or

removed afterwards, reducing the desk’s footprint once a show opens.

Embedded control software within each module ensures that the entire console remains

completely operational, even if the computer-based Sound Automation Manager

(SAM2™) goes off-line. Hot swappable modules and full redundancy throughout the

system are key to providing an extremely dependable and serviceable console.

S-Digital Features at a Glance
� Dedicated design for theatre and live sound applications.

� A digital console that sounds, looks and behaves like an analogue desk.

� Advanced bussing system for complex mixing.

� Exceptional processing performance for the most demanding applications.

� Future-proof design platform for clear, logical upgrade path.

� Flexible Configurable control surface options for single or multi-operator control.

� Proprietary high-speed communications system addresses latency and delays.

� Operational integrity with embedded control software in each control module.

� Built-in redundancy with hot-swappable modules.

…Continues
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System Architecture

The Control Surface consists of three frame components:

� input frame

� output frame

� Central Control Module (CCM) frame

Input Frame
A single input frame has the capability to control 144 input channels in 8 layers or 8 user

assignable banks.

The input frame comprises:

> 18 input modules and fader modules (small parameter set)

> 1 input Central Assign Module (CAM) and fader module (full parameter set)

> 72 input LED bargraph meters

> 1 CAM display module, with headphone source selection

Output Frame
A single output frame has the capability to control 66 output and 6 listen busses in 4

layers or 4 user-assignable banks.

The output frame comprises:

> 16 assignable group/aux/matrix output modules (small parameter set)

> 1 output Central Assign Module (CAM) and fader module (full parameter set)

> 16 DC master and 2 grand master fader modules

> 1 stereo LR master module

> 1 listen master module (3 independent stereo listen busses with bargraph metering)

> 66 output LED bargraph meters

> 1 output CAM display module

Central Control Module (CCM) Frame
This controls the system set up and runs Cadac’s Sound Automation Manager (SAM2)

show control system. It also houses a bespoke control section with dedicated one-touch

function keys, a high resolution monitor, and dedicated communication and control

interface processors.

Additional S-Digital frames can be specified to give dedicated hardware control over

multiple inputs and buss outputs, mirroring the ability to link multiple J-Type frames

together. The headphone output of each frame can be sourced from any of the three

stereo listen busses, thereby allowing multiple operators simultaneously to configure and

work on the desk.

The acoustically silent power supply units, housed in a 2U 19” enclosure, contain two

independently mains fed supplies. These can power individual system components or

act as dual redundancy supplies. Status monitoring is provided locally to the PSU via the

onboard OLED™ display, in addition to being fed back to the Central Control Module via

the HSD comms system. The power connections to each rack or control surface are on

6-pin Cannon connectors, with PSU status data connecting locally to each rack via XLR-3

connectors.
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Power supply

Comms link 1 (Coax pair)

Comms link 2 (backup)

To further racks or control surfaces

To further racks or control surfaces

Typical Connections
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A B C

E

I J K

FD

G H

A Meterbridge

B Channel Mute/PFL/Sel

C Input CAM fader

D Channel status OLED

E CAM meter

F CAM module

G Mic pre controls

H Bus sends

I Input dynamics

J Input EQ

K Input fader

L Output dynamics

M Output EQ

N Matrix sends

O Output fader

P DC master fader

Q Output CAM fader

R Output CAM module

S Output CAM meter

T Master mutes

U P&N buttons

V Custom keyboard

W MIDI and Event indicators

X PSU indicators

Y USB ports

Z Trackball
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The control surface frames are configured with 18

input modules or 16 output modules, plus a double

width Central Assign Module (CAM), which provides

a more complete set of parameter controls and can

operate independently from any currently assigned

layer or bank.

A key benefit of the CAM is the ability to adjust all

four (or six) bands of EQ at once, or to gain instant

access to a channel/output that is not currently

visible on the frame.

One Touch Access
The CAM can access any signal at the press of a

single button, without the need to change the active

layer on the control surface. This facilitates instant

adjustments to channel or buss parameters, where

necessary, which is essential in a live environment.

Each channel/output or module can be assigned

to the CAM module by one of the following:

> pressing the module’s select (SEL) button

> selecting or scrolling through a series of

channels/outputs from the CAM fader

module

> pressing the appropriate select button located

under the channel/output meter

The function of the SEL button located under the

meter can be user-defined within the CAM meter

module to either/or:

> Select: assigns the channel/output to the

CAM

> Listen: places the channel/output onto the

appropriate listen buss

> Mute: mutes the channel/output

Dedicated Metering
Up to 144 input channels and 66 output busses can

be simultaneously metered on the meterbridge,

providing the operator with a visual indication of

signal presence/levels regardless of which

channels or outputs are active on the control

surface.

CAM Principles
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Input Central Assign Module (CAM)
Any input channel on the console can be called to the input CAM.

This is a double-width module that provides comprehensive

and immediate control over all parameters and is an expanded

version of the input module.

There are some parameters (less critical functions) that can

only be controlled from this module. For example, on the input

module some functions are indicated by LED status, but

control over the dynamics side chain is only available from the

CAM.

The input CAM provides the following key features:

> comprehensive mic pre control

> direct output

> pan

> 16 buss sends with buss selection

> individual isolate control - In addition to the ISO switches

available for both the channel fader and entire channel

input, the S-Digital also allows all process sections to be individually isolated via the

input CAM.

> side chain

> dynamics and delay with OLED display

> complete 4-band parametric EQ with high and low pass filters

> module control

> P&N buttons for cue recall (automation)

Output Central Assign Module (CAM)
Any main buss output on the console can be called to the output CAM. This is a

double-width module that is fitted to all output frames, providing comprehensive and

immediate control over all output parameters.

The output CAM provides the following key features:

> buss inject - an external mono/stereo source can be

injected and summed with the selected output buss

> pan

> 16 matrix sends

> matrix lock - this feature provides the ability to lock and

disable all matrix facilities on the selected group output

> individual isolate control - in addition to the ISO switches

available for both the group fader and entire group output, the

S-Digital also allows all process sections to be individually isolated via the output CAM

> dynamics & delay with OLED display

> complete 6-band parametric EQ

> module control

> P&N buttons for cue recall (utomation)
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The S-Digital input module replicates traditional analogue modules, minimising an

operator’s learning curve due to its familiar functionality. The use of custom-designed

LED rings, OLED displays and rotary encoders allows full recall and visibility of every

parameter. The control interpolation has been set to mimic that of a traditional analogue

console.

Each rotary control position is indicated by a ring of LEDs - for example, a solid ring for

level and a single LED for PAN. The control can be used to set fine or coarse parameter

adjustments quickly and simply, and includes a push switch to view precise values on the

nearest OLED display. As with Cadac’s analogue consoles, all switches are provided with

LED indicators.

Special features of the input module include:

> the ability to name individual inputs (multiple languages supported)

> each module can be configured to be mono or stereo

> independent isolate functions for the mic pre, bus sends, EQ, dynamics and fader

(isolate means that the isolated function will ignore any incoming changes issued

from the SAM2 automation system)

> auxiliary sends can be set individually to follow the VCA

> auxiliary/group can be set to stereo pairs

> full dynamics (Gate, Compressor, Limiter) available on each channel.

> assignable delay, up to 400mS per channel

The physical input socket

(together with its backup for

A&B inputs) into the channel is

set via the socket assign grid

within SAM2 in the CCM, and

can be changed on a cue-by-

cue basis. Both gain and HPF

reside in the analogue domain.

The direct output can be

selected to be sourced either post fader, pre fader or pre EQ.

Input Module
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Eight sends are constantly available on every channel strip, with easy access to any of

the desired 64 busses. The busses can be configured in pairs to be: mono auxiliaries,

stereo auxiliaries or groups. 32 of the busses can be assigned as direct-to-matrix,

depending on master configuration.

The buss select switches provide easy access to the 64 available busses, in banks of

8 - bringing the desired busses up on the 8 send controls.

Each channel is provided with a fully featured dynamics section comprising individual

Gate, Compressor, Limiter. In addition, channel delay can be set from this section.

A 4-band parametric equaliser modelled on the J-Type is provided, in addition to

swept high and low pass filters.

Two bands are permanently accessible from the front panel, enabling simultaneous

changes of multiple frequency bands to be made. Indicator LEDs show which ‘hidden’

EQ bands are active.

The module control section determines the operation of the specified channel

(including hard mute), as well as providing visual feedback of parameter settings

directly controlled via the CCM.

The input fader module provides:

> status display

> 100mm P&G motorised fader

> soft mute (automated mute)

> DC group assignment

> bypass switch

> stereo pre fade meter

> isolate switch

> fader open indicator
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The S-Digital output module replicates all the enhancements to the input modules to

maintain familiar analogue layout and functionality.

Special features of the output module include:

> ability to name individual outputs (multiple languages supported)

> each output module can be configured to be mono or stereo

> 6-band parametric EQ

> independent isolate functions for the matrix sends, EQ, dynamics and faders (isolate

means the isolated function will ignore any incoming changes issued from the SAM

automation system)

> matrix lock to disable matrix functions to prevent accidental alteration of matrix send

parameters

> matrix sends can be set individually to follow the VCA

> matrix sends can be set to stereo pairs

> full dynamics (Gate, Compressor, Limiter) available on each channel

> assignable delay, up to 400ms per channel

> 16 DC masters plus 2 grand masters (motor faders can be fitted as an option)

Each output buss is provided with a fully featured dynamics section, comprising

individual Compressor and Limiter, with the addition of a user-variable delay.

Stereo Master Module
Similarly to all the other output

busses, the stereo master is fully

featured with comprehensive

dynamics, 6-band EQ and full

access to the 32 matrix sends.

Each input and each group can

be routed to the stereo master.

Output Module
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The output module equaliser consists of 6 bands of parametric EQ, accessible via two

sets of physical EQ controls.

The S-Digital has 32 matrix busses that can be either mono or stereo sends.

The output group fader provides:

> status display

> 100mm P&G motorised fader

> soft mute (automated mute)

> DC group assignment

> bypass

> PFL meter

> isolate switch

> fader open indicator

The module control section beneath the fader determines the operation of the

specified output (including hard mute), as well as providing visual feedback of module

left/right/stereo modes directly controlled from the CCM.

16 DC masters and 2 grand masters are available as standard on the S-Digital.
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The S-Digital has three independent stereo listen output busses (1, 2 and 3) that are

made available to the operator via the headphone outputs on each frame or to physical

output sockets.

The listen module enables each listen output to be individually configured, with identical

facilities being made available to all three.

Two modes of listen operation are available - monitor and split.

In monitor mode, two internal listen busses are in operation:

> an input listen bus (I/P listen), which is dedicated to all input channels

> an output listen bus (O/P listen) dedicated to the output section of the console.

Both sections can be assigned independently to be sourced AFL or PFL. Via the listen

module, it is possible for the engineer to dedicate the listen 1, listen 2 and listen 3 outputs

to headphone, in-ear and wedge use. Each of these three listen outputs can then be fed

with the input listen bus, output listen bus, or a blend of both.

In split mode, there are a total of three independent internal listen busses in operation.

This enables dedicated listen systems to be made available to individual frames when the

S-Digital is configured as a multi-operator console. Configuration of this is carried out via

the CCM.

Example:

If the S-Digital is configured with 144 input channels and two input frames, then input

listen bus one routes to the headphone output of input frame 1, input listen bus two

routes to the headphone output of input frame 2, while the third listen bus is made

available to the headphone output of the output frame. Selection over which listen bus a

frame has access to is also made available via the CAM display module.

Individual delay can be assigned to each headphone send for time alignment purposes.

Listen Module
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Sometimes it is necessary to have more than one engineer working at the control

surface, requiring a degree of extra flexibility. We have catered for this by enabling

users to add input frames to the control surface during tech and rehearsals, which can

be removed later as required. In addition, we have included three separate PFL/listen

busses that can be assigned and managed from the CAM meter module. Each listen

bus includes an individual delay and level control per frame.

Example 1 >

On a musical show, one operator can work on the

orchestra while another sets up the radios, and the third

sets up the output matrix delays and EQ.

< Example 2

In a theatre installation,

the control surface or a

frame can be moved into

the auditorium during

rehearsals with its own

dedicated listen bus,

then repositioned in the

control room when the

show is running.

Example 3 >

On occasions when the control surface is used as a

monitor desk, the three stereo busses can be assigned to

headphones, wedges and stereo in-ears.

SAM2

LIS 1 LIS 2 LIS 3

Orchestra Operator Radio Operator Sound Designer

Input Frame Input Frame Output Frame CCM Frame

I

144 Channel Monitor Desk

Monitor Engineer

Wedge Headphones      In-Ears

Stereo Listen Output Busses

I

Input Frame Input Frame Output Frame CCM Frame

Output or Input
Frame

Sound Designer
Stalls

Operator
Theatre Control Room

1

Input Frame Output Frame CCM Frame

I
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The CCM Frame houses an embedded O/S computer with silent flash memory running

the S-Digital configuration and cue automation systems. An integral high resolution

monitor and custom QWERTY keyboard with dedicated one-touch hot keys allow the user

to set up the entire system socket assign grid and have a detailed view of all automation

data including SAM2 cue lists and visual representations of the control surface.

SAM2 provides highly detailed close-up and expanded control views of the control

surface with additional child windows for MIDI, event control and configuration of global

user preferences. Shows can be imported allowing for offline programming and set up.

Controls within the CCM meterhood consist of:

> one PC2 switch - providing fast switchover of monitor, keyboard and trackerball to a

backup CCM unit in the unlikely event of the primary unit failing. Should this happen,

the back up CCM unit will seamlessly take charge of SAM2. Once configured, the

S-Digital control surface and audio operation does not rely on the embedded PC

being active to function

> four master mute buttons - providing independent global mute of all channels,

subgroups, auxiliaries and matrix outputs

> one KILL AUDIO button - enabling all outputs within I/O racks to be hard muted.

Control is via separate and dedicated copper cabling, bypassing our HSD path

routed from the CCM frame to all I/O racks. Control over KILL AUDIO can be

provided both locally or via a remote input for integration into any existing emergency

warning and evacuation systems

> the status panel provides users with real time status and warning information,

including:

> HSD status, indicating main and redundant communications integrity

> MIDI status and control. Ten MIDI enable switches (backlit) are provided with

adequate spacing to allow for scribble strips

> relay event status and control. One event enable switch (backlit) is provided in

addition to eight green LEDs. Each LED represents one of eight event channels

and indicates event status

> PSU status - each power supply in the system connects into the HSD and reports

data back to the status panel to indicate power conditions. Detailed information

concerning each power supply can be viewed from the main CCM display

> DSP status - indicates the condition of the processing rack and allows further

information to be accessed via the main CCM display

> two USB ports for backing up and loading show and system information

All the control communications from the input and output frames are managed and

routed by independent fast processor cards located within the CCM frame, which are

then transmitted via the HSD comms cards to the remote DSP and I/O racks.

CCM Frame
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System Racks

The DSP rack, plus each I/O rack and the control surface, communicate using Cadac’s

bespoke HSD comms protocol via coax or fibre. Two independent paths exist for

communications redundancy. The proprietary protocol transfers all audio and data

throughout the system.

DSP Rack

A single 4U 19” DSP rack contains the SHARC devices that process the EQ and

dynamics algorithms for each input and output channel, with capacity to cover the

maximum amount of processing required for 144-channel 72 buss operation. A full

system requires 9 DSP cards, leaving 3 additional physical slots within the rack allow for

redundancy and future optional enhancements.

The DSP algorithms have been carefully modelled to replicate the characteristics of

Cadac’s traditional sound, whilst minimising audio latency and group delay artefacts.

Two HSD comms cards are fitted within all racks to provide for main and redundant

connections to other I/O racks and the control surface.

I/O Rack

Multiple I/O racks can be configured within a single system, with each rack capable of

housing a user-configurable selection of analogue and digital audio, plus control

interfaces. Each I/O rack is 10U high, which provides sufficient room for socket labelling

and improved physical access, and is 12 slots wide. All analogue and digital circuitry

adheres to our strict policy of providing optimum audio performance. As with Cadac

analogue consoles, all analogue I/O is hand-tuned to achieve maximum common mode

rejection and output balance performance.

A simple socket assignment grid located in the CCM allows for assignments of the

physical sockets in the IO racks to the desired input or output modules on the control

surface.

System Racks DSP and I/O
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1 8730 coax communications interface card

2 8671 2 x 8 mic input on XLR3-F with signal present LEDs

3 8672 16 x line input on TRS

4 8620 16 x line output on TRS

5 8788 16 x line input on XLR-3F

6 8788 16 x line input on XLR-3F

7 8821 16 x line output on XLR3-M

8 8821 16 x line output on XLR3-M

9 8757 optical fibre communications interface card

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Not illustrated
88xx GPIO providing 8 x relay events - RS-232 MIDI In/Out - 2 x RS-485

8804 coax and fibre based MADI I/O

88XX AES/EBU - 4 x stereo pair In - 4 x stereo pair out

88XX other proprietary digital audio format I/O card currently under development
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AAnnaalloogguuee IInnppuuttss AAnnaalloogguuee OOuuttppuuttss
Input Impedance: 10k Ohm (electronically balanced) Impedance: <100 Ohm (balanced)
Nominal Input Level: 0dBu Nominal Load Impedance: 600 Ohm
Max. Input Level: +24dBu (balanced) +10dBu (unbalanced) Nominal Output Level: 0 dBu
Reference: +4dBu = -20dBfs Max. Output Level: +24dBu into 600 Ohm
CMRR: -85dB (50Hz - 10kHz) Output Balance: -65dB (50Hz - 10kHz)
Signal to Noise: -105dBu at zero gain Output Reference Level: +4dBu = -20dBfs
Dynamic Range: 119dB, 20Hz to 20kHz unweighted Dynamic Range: 119dB, 20Hz to 20kHz unweighted
THD: 0.009%@1kHz, 10dB gain, +4dBu THD: 0.008%@1kHz, 10dB gain, +4dBu
Frequency Response: 5Hz to 65kHz: ±0dB Frequency Response: 5Hz to 80kHz: ±0dB
Crosstalk: -80dB at 10kHz Crosstalk: -80dB@10kHz

Digital Processing
Internal Sampling 

Frequency: 96kHz 24-bit
Internal Processing: 32-bit floating point
Latency: analogue in analogue out <800us
Line Level Gain: ±10dB Input Trim

-65 to +10dB Channel Fader
-75 to +10dB Matrix Send
-75 to +10dB Output Fader

Overall system frequency response at any analogue output: 5Hz to 45kHz (-3dB point)
Overall system noise at any analogue output: -95dBu (input and output faders @ 0dB)

DDyynnaammiicc PPaarraammeetteerrss EEQQ PPaarraammeetteerrss
Gate Threshold: -70dBu to + 23dBu 4 band parametric (or 6 band 20Hz-20kHz)
Attack: 0.1ms to 250ms LF: 20Hz to 200Hz inc switchable shelf
Release: 50ms to 2.5s LMF: 60Hz to 600Hz
Hold: 25ms to 5s HMF: 400Hz to 4.0kHz
Compressor Threshold: -70dBu to +23dBu HF: 1.5kHz to 15.0kHz inc switchable shelf
Attack: 100ms to 250ms All bands ±18dB gain Q 1.0 to 3.0
Release: 50ms to 2.5s HPF: 14.0Hz to 400Hz
Hold: 25ms to 5s LPF: 1.0kHz to 35.0kHz
Ratio: 1:1 to 25:1
Knee Hard or Soft selectable
Peak or RMS selectable
Makeup Gain: 0.0dB to +30.0dB
Delay: Adjustable DelayTime: 0.1ms to 400ms

GGeenneerraall
Power Supply: 19” 2U depth in mm 440 Requirements 90 - 250VAC 50/60Hz
Dimensions: input frame/output frame in mm (WxDxH) 820.8 x 944.65 x 391.5

CCM frame in mm (WxDxH) 455.04 x 944.65 x 391.5
I/O rack 19” 10U x 504mm depth
DSP rack 19” 4U x 504mm depth

EEMMCC
Complies with: EN55103-1: Emissions 

EN55103-2: Immunity

© 2008 Cadac Electronics Plc
Cadac reserves the right to change
specification without notice

Cadac Electronics Plc
One New Street, Luton, Bedfordshire, LU1 5DX, England
Telephone: +44 (0)1582 404202
Facsimile: +44 (0)1582 412799
Email: info@cadac–sound.com
Website: www.cadac–sound.com
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